A new approach is proposed for the simulation of electrical conditions in a DC energized wireduct electrostatic precipitator under dust free conditions. Voltage -current characteristics under clean air conditions are considered as a reference in analyzing the performance of a precipitator. This paper gives the simultaneous solution for the governing Poisson's and current continuity equations using a combined Boundary Element and Finite Difference Method over a one-quarter section of the precipitator. The solution of the domain integral, which represents the effect of space charges in the Poisson's equation, is also simplified using a numerical technique. The significant features of this paper are, reduced problem domain and hence less memory space and cost, less number of iterations and closer agreement of voltage -current characteristics with published experimental data when compared to other methods. The results are validated against the data obtained from experiments conducted by authors on a laboratory scale precipitator at Bharat Heavy Electricals, Ranipet, India. The distribution of electric field and current density along the plate have also been presented and discussed in this paper. D
Introduction
Wire-duct electrostatic precipitators are most commercially used for the removal of solid particulate from combustion flue gases of industries, thereby preventing the emission of toxic particulate into the atmosphere.
The performance of an electrostatic precipitator (ESP) can be determined by the voltage -current (V -I) characteristics [1] . The V-I curves under clean air conditions help in diagnosing the electrical problems that occur under various load conditions in an existing precipitator. Also, they play an important role in predicting the performance when the ESP is in the design stage for various mechanical input data such as wire radius, wireto-wire spacing, wire-to-plate spacing, etc. The electrostatic field in the inter-electrode region is governed by Poisson's and current continuity equations. Several numerical techniques [2 -8] are being used today, either individually or in combination, for predicting the DC V -I characteristics. However, researchers still aim towards improving and refining the existing techniques and minimizing the assumptions made earlier. This will lead to the development of techniques, which give maximum realistic solutions with improved accuracy and faster convergence. Some of the existing numerical techniques related to Finite Difference Method (FDM) and Boundary Element Method (BEM) are reviewed here.
McDonald et al. [2] used FDM, a simple numerical technique, to solve the governing equations. FDM was used to solve both Poisson's and current continuity equations simultaneously with suitable boundary conditions. The electrical conditions, predicted under dust-free conditions, give a reasonable agreement with experimental data. Electric field strength and space charge densities are calculated as functions of position. However, this method is less accurate and takes more number of iterations when compared to other methods.
Kallio and Stock [3] predicted the electrical conditions in ESPs using a combined Finite Element -Finite Difference method (FE-FD method). While the space charge density was computed using backward difference scheme as was done in Ref. [2] , the Poisson's equation was solved using finite element method with quadratic interpolation. A good agreement was obtained with analytic solution and experimental measurements. Also, this method shows better accuracy and faster computation than the pure FD approach of McDonald et al. [2] , and the total number of iterations required by FE-FDM was much less than that required for pure FDM. But, this method uses two different meshes to solve the current continuity and Poisson's equations. A regular rectangular FD grid, as was used in McDonald's paper, is used to find out the space charge, whereas the Poisson's equation is solved using a separate finite element mesh. Further, since the FE nodes are different from the FD nodes, space charges at FE nodes are interpolated from FD point values using a bilinear approximation over each grid rectangle. This makes the computation procedure complicated.
Adamiak [6] simulated the electrical conditions using a combined Boundary Element Method and Method of Characteristics (BEM-MOC). The electric potential was computed using BEM while the charge distribution was found out using MOC. Despite its considerable efficiency and speed, this method has a drawback that a full wire section was used to solve the problem against the one-quarter section given by McDonald et al. [2] . This consumes more memory and time. Also, this method uses analytical method to solve the double integral, which represents the charge density in the Poisson's equation.
In this paper, a novel numerical approach has been proposed using a combined Boundary Element -Finite Difference (BE-FD) method for the solution of governing equations. This BE-FD combination is being used for the first time in predicting ESP's V -I characteristics. The combined BE-FD approach is better than either FDM or BE-MOC techniques taken alone, by way of faster convergence and reduced problem domain size (whole section in BE-MOC [6] method, and only a quarter section in the present BE-FD method). The symmetry of the wire -plate geometry facilitates the reduction of the problem domain into a quarter section and the solution can be had for all similar rectangles in the duct. The results were validated with experimental data of Lawless and Sparks [8] and Penney and Matick [9] and other numerically predicted results available in literature. Also, the results have been validated against the data obtained from the experiments, conducted by authors, on a laboratory scale ESP at Bharat Heavy Electricals (BHEL), Ranipet, India [10] .
Mathematical model
The following general assumptions are made for the mathematical analysis: (i) DC voltage is applied to the wire, (ii) there is no dust in the inter-electrode region, (iii) collection electrodes are clean, (iv) discharge electrode is a round and smooth wire, (v) precipitator works under NTP, and (vi) the mobility of charge carriers is assumed to be uniform and an effective mobility is considered throughout the inter-electrode space.
The mathematical analysis is performed in two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates by solving simultaneously the Poisson's and current continuity equations, which are given by Eqs. (1) and (2) below, respectively.
Where V is the applied voltage (kV), q is the space charge density (Coul/m 3 ), e 0 is the permittivity of air (A s/V m) and J is the current density (A/m 2 ). The proposed method is described below in two steps. First, the solution of one of the governing equations, the current continuity equation, by FDM [11 -13] is explained. The problem domain is similar to that used by McDonald et al. [2] . Then the BEM approach for solving the second governing equation, the Poisson's equation, is presented finally ending with the complete solution methodology.
Solution of current continuity equation using FDM
The solution for the current continuity equation using FDM is obtained for the problem domain shown in Fig. 1 . The following boundary conditions are applicable here [2] : Where f is the roughness factor of the wire ( f = 1 for polished wires), d is the air density factor at NTP [2, 3] , J p is the average plate current density (A/m 2 ), S y is the half wire-towire spacing (m) and a is the radius of the wire (e) V = 0 along line CD (f) J = qbE x on the plate, where b is the mobility of charge carriers, particularly, that of ions since in a DC-energized ESP majority of the charge carriers in the interelectrode region are unipolar ions.
The continuity (Eq. (2)), expanded using vector algebra, is given by [2] ,
Since the mobility of charge carriers is assumed to be constant [1] , the third term in Eq. (3) becomes zero. Rewriting the same, one gets
From Eq. (4), q at any point in the grid can be obtained [2] . 
Solution for Poisson's equation using BEM
It should be noted here that, unlike the Adamiak's BE-MOC method where a full section of ESP is used for modeling, in this paper the authors have shown that only a quarter section of ESP is sufficient enough to be modeled using BE-FD approach. Referring to Fig. 2 , the boundary conditions for solving the Poisson's equation using BEM are as follows: Referring to Fig. 2 , the corners A, B, C and D are split, as each corner has two normal derivatives depending on the side under consideration. Either the potential or its normal derivative has to be known at each point. Since both should not be known at the same point, the potential is given preference and considered as the known quantity while the normal derivative is taken as unknown wherever both quantities are known. For instance, although both voltage V and normal derivative V V(given by Peek's formula [14] ) are known at point A (which denotes the wire), V Vis assumed as an unknown quantity while V = V 0 is taken as a known one. Further, there are two components of normal derivatives at each corner as shown in Fig. 2 . After splitting, points C and D have extra corner points C 1 and D 1 , respectively. According to the boundary condition along line AD, normal derivative VV(E y in this case) is zero, whereas according to the boundary condition along line CD, normal derivative V V(E x ) is an unknown, which has to be found out. If the corner is not split, there will be a problem in selecting the component. Now these two boundary conditions are satisfied after splitting the corner.
Evaluation of potentials at the boundary points
Unlike the domain methods, like FDM and FEM, BEM [15 -19] is a boundary method, which discretizes only the boundary of the problem geometry. Also, the unknown shape functions can be easily handled as is done in FEM. In BEM, boundary potentials and the normal derivatives are obtained first for the given boundary conditions. Once these values are found out, the interior potentials can be calculated easily with respect to the boundary values. The potential V at any point P on the boundary can be obtained from the integral equation [15 -17] as,
and
, P,QaC and raX ð6Þ
where C P is a constant and will be explained later; G PQ is the fundamental solution.
Referring to Fig. 3 ,
(distance between the source point P(x P , y P ) and field point Q(x Q , y Q ) ), X is the problem domain, C is the boundary of X, Dn is a normal derivative. The subscripts in uppercase letters denote that the points (source or field point) lie on the boundary C of the problem domain, whereas the lowercase letter subscripts denote that the points lie inside the domain X.
Eq. (5) is the equivalent of Poisson's equation and can be rewritten as,
where,
sents the influence of space charge densities on the electrostatic field).
In two-dimensional problems, the boundary of the problem domain is divided into n line segments or elements. Since the variations of V and VV are assumed to be linear, the boundary is discretized using linear elements (Fig. 4 ) that have the nodal points at the intersection between two elements, in other words, at the end of each element. Having discretized the rectangular boundary into linear elements, Eq. (8) can be written as,
Let us consider an arbitrary segment as shown in Fig. 4 . The values of V and VV at any point of the element can be defined in terms of their nodal values and the linear interpolation functions / 1 and / 2 [15, 17] as,
Schematic of boundary C and domain X with load point ( P), field point ( Q) and internal point (r).
and n is a dimensionless coordinate and is given by,
where x is the coordinate point of n and l is the length of an element. Substituting Eq. (10) for V on the left-hand side of Eq. (9) we get,
Since node Q is common to both Qth and ( Q À 1)th elements as shown in Fig. 4 , each term is split into two components. The integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) becomes,
where, Fig. 4 . Linear element.
Substituting Eqs. (15) and (17) for all elements Q in Eq. (9), we get the following equation for node P as: 
where
Similarly,
Therefore, Eq. (19) represents the assembled equation for node Q. It can be simplified as,
where Aˆ¼
The whole set of equations for n number of nodes can be written in matrix form as,
Eq. (5) or (9) is applicable to any nodal point on the boundary of the problem domain. The space charge density in the last term is a known quantity, which is obtained using FDM. Since either the potential or its normal derivative is known at each point, a set of algebraic equations is formed to find out the unknown values. In Eq. (25), D is an n Â 1 vector consisting of space charge densities, B is an n Â n coefficient matrix of normal derivatives of potentials and A is an n Â n coefficient matrix of potentials. V and V V are vectors of size n Â 1.
Numerical integration
The elements of coefficient matrices A and B are calculated numerically by using a four-point Gauss quadrature rule [15, 17, 18, 20, 21] . The term A 1 of Eq. (20) is integrated numerically as,
Similarly for the A 2 term,
where x 1 , y 1 , x 2 and y 2 are the extreme coordinate points of the nodes, n k is the Gauss integration point, S k is the distance between source point and Gauss integration point (Fig. 5 ) Fig. 5 . Numerical integration using Gauss' points.
and w k is the weighting factor. Numerical integrations of the B1 and B2 terms of Eq. (21) are given by,
From Eqs. (26) - (29), the off-diagonal elements of coefficient matrices A and B are calculated. The diagonal elements of matrix A are nothing but the constants C P plus the singular values of Â which consist of A1 and A2 terms (Eq. (20)) having the integrand DG/ Dn in integral. Singularity comes into picture when the field point lies on the source point itself. The singular elements in matrix A are neglected due to the following reason.
Let us consider the derivative DG PQ /Dn which causes the problem of singularity.
where Dx/Dn and Dy/Dn are the components of the outward normal in x and y directions, respectively, and are denoted by n x and n y , i.e.,
and,
From Eqs. (31) and (32), Eq. (30) is rewritten as,
. . . . . . from Eq: ð6Þ
where R=(x P À x Q )+( y P À y Q ).
In the case of singularity, R and n are orthogonal [19] . Hence, the scalar product becomes zero, which results in the negligence of singular terms Â in the diagonal elements.
Since the diagonal elements (B 1 and B 2 terms of Eq. (21) ) in matrix B are weakly singular, they can be given by the following expression [15, 19] 
where l ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Once all the elements of the coefficient matrices A and B of Eq. (25) are computed, all unknown vectors with their corresponding coefficients are shifted to the left-hand side while the known ones are on the other side. Now the final matrix form is written as,
where X is a column vector of unknown potentials V and their derivatives V V , â and b are coefficient matrices. The column vector D representing the space charge densities are added with the elements of b .
Solution of the double integral
The man-hours required for solving the domain integral (D P in Eq. (8)) can be saved by using numerical techniques such as domain celling method [15, 22] , Monte Carlo method [22] , etc. In the domain celling method, the two-dimensional problem-domain is segmented into a collection of triangular subregions or cells. Even though the method seems to be similar to FEM, there are no shape function approximations to the field variables nor are there unknown ones associated with the nodes at the element vertices. The internal cells are for numerical integration (Gaussian quadrature) purposes only. This method is capable, in principle, of solving the most complex Poisson problems, but at the price of forcing the analyst to discretize and serially index the domain. Actually, doing this is quite time-consuming and expensive. Further, making a mesh eliminates one of BEM's primary advantages over the domain-based techniques-i.e. the reduction of the dimensionality of the problem.
On the other hand, the Monte Carlo quadrature, a numerical technique for solving the domain integral, considers the integral as a whole instead of a piecewise integration over a series of cells. The domain integral D P is evaluated as,
where q r G P;r denotes the mean value of the integrand, A d is the total area of the enclosed domain, and M is the total number of sampling points (grid points in this case). This method has the obvious advantage that it is conceptually quite simple and easy to program. In this paper, the Monte Carlo method is employed for solving the domain integral.
Evaluation of potentials at the internal points
Once the boundary potentials and their normal derivatives are calculated, the potential at any internal point r can be obtained from the following expression
where C r at any point r inside the domain is unity. This equation is similar to Eq. (5) except that the load point now is internal point r.
The algorithm for the combined FD-BE approach is as follows.
(a) Assume an initial value of voltage at the wire and calculate the potentials at all other points using Cooperman's equation [2] .
(b) Compute the charge density (q) at all nodes using FDM.
(c) Find out the potentials at all grid points again by solving the Poisson's equation using BEM.
(d) Repeat steps (b) and (c) until the difference between the new value of V in the potential grid and its previous value is negligibly small, preferably, say 1 V.
(e) Compute average current density at the plate using
where n is the number of equi-spaced grid points along the plate. (f) Compare the computed and desired average current densities ( J p and J m ) for convergence. If the former is not within 3% of the latter, then adjust the assumed value of voltage and repeat the procedure from step (a) until the convergence is obtained. The flow chart of the computational process is shown in Fig. 6. 
Numerical data
Calculation of space charge density at the wire is essential as it is given as one of the boundary conditions. Approximating the ionized sheath surrounding the wire as cylindrical, q c can be expressed in terms of the average current density J p as [2] ,
where S y = half wire-to-wire spacing (m), J p = average current density along the plate (A/ m 2 ), b = effective mobility of charge carriers (m 2 /V s) and r i = radius of the ionized sheath (m). It is assumed that there is no space charge distortion of the field within the ionization region. Therefore, E i r i can be approximately taken as E c r, where E c r is the corona onset field given by Peek's formula [14] as:
where r is the radius of the wire, f is the roughness factor of the wire ( f = 1 for polished wires) and d is the air density factor at NTP.
Results and discussions
The previous section described how the solution of Poisson's and current continuity equations are obtained simultaneously. This is implemented by means of a computer program, which gives the potentials, space charge densities and electric field at all points of the rectangular grid ( Fig. 1 ) of size 15 Â 15. From this, the average current density is calculated along the plate. Assumed initial voltage at the wire, wire radius, half wire-towire spacing, wire-to-plate spacing, measured (or assumed) current density at the plate, effective mobility of the charge carriers, air density factor at NTP and roughness factor of the wire are the required input data to be given to the program. The initial estimation of potentials is used to find out the space charge densities throughout the grid using FDM. The calculated charge densities are used in the Poisson's equation which is then solved by BEM.
Validation of the model against published experimental data and analytical solutions
Figs. 7 -9 show the V -I characteristics for various input data available in the literature. The predicted result is compared with the Penney and Matick's [9] experimental data which is usually considered as a reference by researchers. Fig. 7(a) shows the comparison of these two results. Here the calculated current density is less than 2% of the measured value except for the second value (2.2596 Â 10 À4 A/m 2 ), which gives an error of 4%. This error can be reduced by properly selecting the mobility of the charge carriers. This shows that the accuracy also depends on the assumed mobility of the charge carriers. A comparison between the Penney and Matick's [9] experimental results and theoretical studies is shown in Fig. 7(b) . It should be noted here that the proposed BE-FD technique gives much better results than FEM [3] and FDM [2] . The calculated current density lies within 2% of the measured value. Fig. 8(a) shows the comparison between the experimental results of Lawless and Sparks [8] and predicted results. Here the difference between calculated and measured current densities is less than 2% and the corresponding difference in voltages also lies within 2%.
The mobility used in the calculation was 1.82 Â 10 À4 m 2 /V s as was done by Lawless and Sparks [8] . Fig. 8(b) shows the characteristic curves of Cooperman's [23] experimental data and predictions made by numerical techniques. Also, the results of Cooperman [24] are shown in the same figure. The difference between the measured and the calculated current density is less than 2%. Fig. 9 shows a comparison between the proposed method and analytical methods of Cooperman [23] , Sekar and Stomberg [25] and McLean [26] . It Fig. 8 . Validation of predicted V -I curves with published experimental data [8, 23, 24] .
is observed from the figure that the error between the results of proposed and analytical methods is less than 4%.
The solid curves in Fig. 10(a) and (b) show the current density and electric field distributions along the plate for a corresponding applied voltage below corona onset. The distribution of current is almost uniform along the plate when the current is below corona onset, whereas the corresponding field shows a periodic distribution with maxima directly under each wire and minima midway between wires. For higher values of current densities, the magnitude of the field increases over the plate. Also, the peak value increases as the current is increased. Current is also maximum directly under the wire and starts decreasing towards the midway between wires for higher values of current densities (dashed and dotted curves of Fig. 10a) .
The potential, electric field and charge density distributions along the linear segment extending directly (maximum stress line AD of Fig. 1 ) from wire to plate are shown in Fig.  11 for Penney and Matick's [9] experimental data. The magnitudes of voltage and electric field along the maximum stress line are increased due to the presence of space charge. The dashed line represents the distribution of the above-mentioned parameters in the absence of space charges (Lapalcian field). The other three curves show the same parameters for various applied voltages and current densities (i.e. with space charges). The higher the value of current density, the higher will be the magnitudes of potential, field and charge. Even though there is an increase in the magnitude of the potential and field, there is not much distortion due to the presence of space charge. Fig. 12(a) -(c) shows the equipotential and field lines for a three-wire section for various current densities. Laplacian field (without space charge) is shown in Fig. 12(a) , equipotential lines become denser in the low field region, which corresponds to an increase of the electric field near the grounded plate. The density of the equipotential lines become more, as the current density increases (Fig. 12a and b) . Lawless and Sparks' [8] experimental data were used as the input here. Fig. 13 shows the corresponding equipotential and field lines for a quarter section of the ESP.
Validation of the proposed method with experiments conducted at BHEL, India
The results from the simulation have also been validated against the data obtained from experiments conducted in a laboratory scale precipitator at Bharat Heavy Electricals (BHEL), Ranipet, India. The corona electrodes were straight and smooth wires of diameter 0.38 mm and were energized by a negative DC supply of rating 100 kV. Wires were placed midway between the parallel plates of area 500 Â 400 mm 2 . Both plates were grounded through a microammeter. Before the microammeter was connected, the spark-over voltage was determined. The applied voltage was increased slowly and the corresponding voltages and currents were noted down. In order to protect the microammeter, the voltage was applied below 80% of the spark-over voltage. Experiments were done for various wire-toplate and wire-to-wire spacings. At first, three wires were fixed at an equal wire-to-wire spacing of 15.5 cm. The wire-to-plate spacing was varied as 15, 20 and 25 cm. The experiments were then repeated for a wire-to-wire spacing of 26 cm. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the V -I characteristics of an ESP have been modeled using a combined FD-BE technique. This novel numerical method solves the governing current continuity and Poisson's equations respectively by FDM and BEM. The combination of these two methods itself is a unique one and is being used for the first time in ESP technology. A 15 Â 15 rectangular grid for the problem domain (quarter section) is used for the entire simulation work as it gives agreeable results. The increase in grid size (20 Â 20 or 30 Â 30) does not make much difference in obtaining better accuracy. Also, larger grids consume more time and memory.
The main and important contribution of this present research work is the reduction of problem domain from a whole section of ESP (as in the previous BE method) to just a quarter section, thus reducing the memory space. Once the solution of governing equations had been obtained for a quarter section, the images of the potentials can be taken throughout the geometry, as it is a symmetric one. Hence, it was enough to restrict the problem-area of interest to a quarter section. Another important feature of this work is that the man-hours required for solving the domain integral by analytical method have been saved by adopting a numerical technique. The inner loop in the computational process takes three or four iterations while the outer one takes five or six at most.
The proposed method shows good agreement with the published experimental and analytical results. Also, this new approach gives closer agreement with the experimental data when compared with other numerical studies. A maximum of 5% is observed between the predicted results and published data.
From the comparison between the calculated and experimental data obtained from BHEL, it is observed that the difference between the calculated and measured current densities is less than 4% and the corresponding error in voltages is less than 10%. In addition to the analysis of voltage -current characteristics, other electrical conditions such as electric field, current density and charge density have also been discussed in this paper.
